Many applications of denotational semantics, such as higher-order model checking or the complexity of normalization, rely on finite semantics for monomorphic type systems. We present two constructions of finite semantics for second-order Multiplicative-Additive Linear Logic (MALL2) and study their properties. We apply this to understand the gap in expressive power between MALL2 and its extension with type fixpoints, and to obtain an implicit characterization of regular languages in Elementary Linear Logic. Furthermore, some semantic results established here lay the groundwork for a sequel paper [1] proposing a new approach to sub-polynomial implicit complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polymorphism is a central topic in theoretical computer science since the sixties. A breakthrough in its logical understanding was its analysis by means of second order quantifiers, that is the introduction of System F at the beginning of the seventies. Some years later, this considerable success led Jean-Yves Girard to develop a denotational semantics for System F [2] , to get a deeper understanding of its computational features. Indeed, the general goal of denotational semantics is to give a "mathematical" counterpart to syntactic devices such as proofs and programs, thus bringing to the fore their essential properties. Sometimes this eventually results in improvements of the syntax: Linear Logic itself [3] arose precisely from the denotational model introduced in [2] .
But denotational semantics is not just a matter of increasing our understanding of programming languages, it also has direct algorithmic applications. Let us mention:
• in the simply-typed lambda calculus (STλ), the semantic evaluation technique for complexity bounds, see Terui's paper [4] and references therein; • in STλ extended with a fixed-point combinator, the semantic approach to higher-order model checking (HOMC) advocated by Salvati and Walukiewicz [5] , [6] (see also [7] , [8] ).
The following little-known theorem illustrates both kinds of applications. Indeed, it is an implicit complexity result and, at the same time an instance of the correspondence between Church encodings and automata that HOMC generalizes to infinite trees.
Theorem I.1 (Hillebrand & Kanellakis [9] ). The languages decided by STλ terms from Church-encoded binary strings to Church booleans 1 are exactly the regular languages.
The main idea of this result to build a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) computing the denotation of its input string. Crucially, this relies on the existence of a finite semantics for STλ -such as the category of finite sets -which will provide the states of the DFA. In general, this finiteness property, or finer cardinality bounds, are key to these applications.
This theorem also holds when replacing STλ by propositional linear logic, which also admits finite semantics. In fact, Terui's solution to the complexity of STλ normalization at fixed order [4] relies on such a semantics. As for HOMC, Grellois and Melliès have developed an approach relying on models of linear logic [10] , [11] .
However, all of this concerns only monomorphic type systems, for a simple reason: equality is definable on the type of System F natural numbers, so its denotation in any non-trivial model must be infinite.
A. Contributions a) Polymorphism, linearity, and type fixpoints: Actually, second-order quantification is not the only culprit here: one can also blame the non-linearity of the System F integers. What we show in this paper is that a semantics for a purely linear language with impredicative polymorphism can be finite:
Theorem I.2. Second-order Multiplicative-Additive Linear Logic (MALL 2 ) admits finite semantics.
This mere existence already allows us to clarify the difference in expressive power between MALL 2 and µMALL, i.e. MALL with type fixpoints [12] . While µMALL can be translated in second-order LL with exponentials, it was argued informally that a translation to MALL 2 could not exist [12, §2.3] ; since µMALL, which can encode infinite data types, does not admit non-trivial finite semantics, we can now provide a clear proof of this impossibility (Theorem III.1).
The power of type fixpoints also appears in implicit complexity, in Baillot's characterization of polynomial time [13] in second-order Elementary Linear Logic 2 (ELL 2 ) with recursive types. An open question was whether the same result holds without type fixpoints; using Theorem I. 2 , we show that we get instead a characterization of regular languages (Theorem III.4). Our proof is directly inspired by that of Theorem I.1 by Hillebrand and Kanellakis, unsurprisingly since inputs are Church-encoded in both cases. b) Witness-erasing semantics of polymorphism: In models of MALL 2 , the main obstacle to finiteness is the existential quantifier. Indeed, while existential-free MALL 2 formulae have finitely many cut-free proofs thanks to linearity, existential variables may have witnesses of arbitrary size. To prove Theorem I.2, the goal is therefore to "erase" these witnesses in the interpretation, in order to compress the proof to some bounded data depending only on the proven formula. Following the programming language point of view on existential types as abstract data types, this will mean remembering just enough information to determine their interaction with the generic (universally typed) programs which might use them.
Typically, all the proofs . . .
⊢ A
∃ ⊢ ∃X.X should be collapsed -recall that ∃X.X is the impredicative encoding of the additive unit ⊤.
Our first implementation of this idea is purely syntactic: it consists in taking an observational quotient of the syntax. Although the model thus obtained is indeed finite (Proposition II. 16 ) and has the advantages of simplicity and canonicity, we will see that it is not effective in several ways (Theorems II.17 and II.18), which may impede applications. Still, we believe that the finiteness proof for this quotient conveys important intuitions.
To get an effective model, we turn to Girard's semantics of polymorphism in coherence spaces [2] , [3] . It is more concrete than its formulation using category-theoretic machinery (normal functors) could suggest, and as it turns out, Girard's definitions already lead to finite and computable denotations of MALL 2 types (Theorems IV. 16 and IV.18) . We prove this by singling out a notion of finite degree which is preserved by MALL 2 connectives and ensures finiteness, and sketch a combinatorial presentation. By the way, the witness-erasing character of this model -indeed, the non-trivial computational contents of its existential introduction, which subsumes the cut rule -was already noted in [3, p. 57] as being "key to a semantic approach to computation". c) Sub-polynomial implicit complexity: Although we do not detail an application of the effectiveness of coherence spaces here, we lay the groundwork (Proposition IV.19) for a sequel paper [1] which will apply it to a conjectural implicit characterization of deterministic logarithmic space with a few distinctive features. As we shall discuss in the present paper, trying to go beyond regular languages in ELL 2 naturally leads to changing the representation of inputs, and this conjecture arises directly from pursuing this line of thought by taking inspiration from by Hillebrand's PhD thesis [14] .
By performing semantic evaluation in coherence spaces, the sequel manages to establish a sub-polynomial upper boundthough not yet deterministic logspace soundness. We believe this approach to implicit complexity to be rather novel, as will be explained in [1] : unlike in previous works on characterizing logarithmic space via substructural logics [15] , [16] , [17] , it seems that soundness cannot be established by variants of the Geometry of Interaction interpretation of the multiplicativeexponential fragment of linear logic. Let us stress, then, that this novelty is only made possible thanks to the semantic investigations undertaken here.
Let us also mention that our result on regular languages in ELL 2 betrays the original spirit of light logics [18] which consisted in bounding the complexity of normalization "geometrically", independently of types. Here, while geometry still plays an important structuring role, our fine-grained analysis requires to take into account the influence of types through semantics.
d) Finite models and parametricity: We finally compare the two models presented with two properties arising from parametricity [19] , a well-known approach to polymorphism. Parametricity is a desirable property from our viewpoint as it provides a "smallness" condition on the interpretation of quantifiers. In particular, dinaturality, proposed as a categorical formalisation of parametricity since [20] , provides a third example of witness-erasing semantics, since the interpretation of quantifers as ends/coends leads to identify proofs with different witnesses. However, the coherent model is not dinatural (Proposition V.6) and the construction of finite parametric models of MALL 2 seems a non-trivial task, also as a consequence of Proposition V.9, which shows that compact closed models do not satisfy the constancy property, another property of parametric models introduced in [21] .
B. Notations and definitions
We recall the syntax of MALL 2 . Given a set of type variables V, formulas of MLL 2 are defined by the following grammar:
where X ∈ V. Formulas of MALL 2 are defined from the following extension of the latter:
We will also consider here the fragments:
• MALL 0 of quantifier-free MALL 2 formulas;
• MALL − 0 of unit-free MALL 0 formulas; • MLL 0 and MLL − 0 the analogous restrictions of MLL 2 . II. OBSERVATIONAL EQUIVALENCE In this section, we will explain the first finite semantics of MALL 2 we obtained. The idea behind this model is quite intuitive, yet the proofs are quite involved. The model is here obtained as a quotient on the syntax of MALL 2 proofs with respect to some observational equivalence.
A. Witness-oblivious observational equivalence
As explained in the introduction, a finite semantics, if it exists, has to perform some identifications between proofs using different witnesses. This will be expressed here as an observational equivalence. The idea of the quotient we consider is to restrict to observations -i.e. tests we allow to be applied to proofs -which are not allowed to access existential witnesses. This is done by restricting observations for proofs of A to proofs of formulas A ⊸ B where B is quantifier-free.
Definition II.1. Let A be a MALL 2 type, and π, π ′ be proofs of A. We say that π and π ′ are MALL − 0 -equivalent, noted π ∼ 0 π ′ , when for all proof ρ of type A ⊸ B with B a MALL − 0 type, the normal forms of cut(π, ρ) and cut(π ′ , ρ) are equal.
One can then check that this equivalence defines a congruence. Moreover, it does not identify too many proofs, i.e. the resulting quotient is still a computationally relevant model.
Lemma II.2. The MALL − 0 -equivalence of proofs defines a congruence on the syntactic model of MALL 2 , which coincides with syntactic equality on MALL − 0 types. What is left then is to prove the finiteness of the quotient. We will sketch in the next section the proof for the multiplicative fragment, which uses the notion of proof nets for MLL 2 , and we will explain how the result extends to MALL 2 .
B. Proof nets
We here recall very quickly the definition of proof nets.
Definition II.3. A MLL 2 proof structure is a directed edge-labeled hypergraph with edge labels in the set {ax, cut, ⊗,`, ∀, ∃} subject to the following constraints:
• edges labeled ⊗,`have two sources and one target;
• edges labeled ∀, ∃ have one source and one target;
• edges labeled ax have no source and two targets;
• edges labeled cut have two sources and no target; A structure is cut-free when the label cut is not used. Vertices which are not the source of an edge are called conclusions.
Definition II.4. One can inductively define a natural translation d + (_) of MLL 2 sequent calculus proofs to MLL 2 proof structures. Figure 1 shows how rules are interpreted by local operations on hypergraphs (dashed boxes represent translations of proofs of the premises of the rule).
A proof net is 3 a proof structure which is the translation of some sequent calculus proof through d + (_).
Cut-elimination on proof structures (and proof nets) is defined from simple local rewriting rules [3] , shown in Figure  2 .
C. Finiteness of the quotient for MLL 2
Definition II.5 (Public Tree). Let R be a cut-free proof net, coming from a proof of ⊢ A 1 , . . . , A n . An edge e in R is public if the connective it introduces appears in the syntax tree Remark II.6. This notion of public/private part of the proof net is essential for the following proof. Its consideration, and its definition, deeply rests on our choice to work with proof nets instead of sequent calculus. For instance, the notion is much less natural in sequent calculus, as the public part need not be a subtree of the derivation. For instance, let us consider a proof of the form . . .
Then, while the last two rules are public, the previous one is private (because it introduces a connective which do not appear in the conclusion). However public rules could appear above the subtree shown here, introducting the public ⊗ connectives in the formulas A ⊥ ⊗B ⊥ and C ⊗D. Moreover, commutations of the private ⊗ rule is not allowed as all connectives involved are positive (i.e. not reversible). Figure 3 illustrates this, with the public part in light gray and the private part in dark gray. There is another important point here: the private part alone 4 also forms a proof structure, whose conclusions correspond to occurrences of atoms of X, as indicated by the labels in Figure 3 .
Definition II.7. Consider R and Q two proof structures. For any injection ι from the set of conclusions of R to that of Q, we denote by [R, Q] ι the vertex-labeled MLL 2 proof structure obtained by adding cuts between every conclusion of R with the corresponding conclusion of Q through ι.
Let π and ρ be two proof nets representing proofs of ⊢ A and ⊢ A ⊥ , B respectively. We may assume that in these proofs, each public connective was introduced by its introduction rule, and not by an axiom rule (else, apply an "η-expansion" procedure). Consider the proof net obtained by adding a cut between the conclusions A and A ⊥ . It should be clear that cutelimination can always be considered as following the strategy consisting in first eliminating the cuts whose premises are edges in the public tree of π and of ρ. After this initial public step of elimination, the resulting edge-labeled proof structure has the form shown in Figure 4 , i.e. it is of the form [R, Q] ι for proof structures R and Q.
Since R is the private part of π, as mentioned before its conclusion correspond to the atoms of A. Similarly, the conclusions of Q in the image of ι correspond to the atoms of A ⊥ , and ι sends atoms in A to their duals in A ⊥ .
Remark II.8. For the reader familiar with proof nets: here we work with untyped proof structures, there is no labeling 4 That is, the subhypergraph induced by the private edges. by formulas. The labeling of conclusions by atoms we use is in fact a subtly different notion. (Think about the substitutions performed during cut-elimination of typed proof nets). Untyped reduction of proof structures is in general delicate, see for example [24] .
We will now define a big step reduction on the intermediate structures of the form [R, Q] ι . The result will then follow from the fact that this reduction terminates to a cut-free net.
ax-links + existential witnesses tree of A's connectives and quantifiers (⊗,`,∀,∃) Definition II.9. Let R be a cut-free proof structure and suppose we have enumerated its conclusions with natural numbers. Then:
• del[i, j](R) is defined when there exists an ax edge of R whose targets are the conclusions numbered i and j, and its value is the proof structure obtained from R by erasing this axiom and the conclusions i and j; • if the proof structure obtained by connecting the conclusions numbered i and j of R by means of a cut-link
internal cut-elimination plug [2, 3] normalizes, then plug[i, j](R) is defined as its normal form.
Definition II.10 (Big-step reduction ⇒). Let A be an MLL 2 formula. Let R and Q be two proof structures. Let ι be an injection from the conclusions of R -labeled by occurrences of atoms of A -to those of Q -the image of ι being labeled by the dual atoms in A ⊥ . (We do not require all atoms of A to appear as labels.) If
• the labels of the conclusions i and j (resp. ι(i) and ι(j)) of R (resp. Q) are dual universal atoms of A (resp. A ⊥ );
where ι ′ is the restriction of ι on indices different from i, j.
Lemma II.12 (Progress). Let π be a cut-free proof net of A and ρ a proof net of ⊢ A ⊥ , B. Let [R, Q] ι the result of their public reduction, and
Proof. In appendix, Section A.
Corollary II.13. If [R, Q] is the result of a the public reduction of π against ρ, then if a ⇒-reduction starting from [R, Q] terminates on some proof structure, then this result is the normal form of cut(π, ρ) for usual cut-elimination.
While adequacy is easy to check on the definition of proof structure reduction, progress is combinatorially tricky, and its proof is relegated to the appendix. As ⇒ reduces the number of conclusions of the proof structures involved, we also have:
Proposition II.14 (Bounded strong normalization). With the notations of Lemma II.12, any ⇒-reduction sequence starting from [R, Q] ι and ending in a cut-free net has length N/2, where N is the number of occurrences of atoms in A.
Definition II. 15 . Let A be a MLL 2 type with N occurrences of atoms. We define the alphabet Σ N as the set of all symbols
Let π be a proof and R its private proof structure.
, is well-defined and at each step the operation w i applies to atoms which are labeled by dual formulas. The set of all words good for π is written α(π) and called the strategy of π.
Proposition II. 16 . The data of α(π) is enough to determine the equivalence class of π for MLL − 0 equivalence.
D. Extension for additives
The above result holds for MLL 2 . We now explain how it extends to additives. A proof of MALL 2 can be considered as a set of MALL 2 proofs, usually called slices (see e.g. [25, §3.1]), defined by forgetting the derivations of one of the premises of & rules. Such slices translate to proof structures extended with edges labeled ⊕ l , ⊕ r , & l , & r having exactly one source and one target. These extended proof structures possess a cutelimination procedure, where pairs ⊕ i /& j reduce analogously to ∀/∃ when i = j, and the cut raises an error if i = j.
The proof sketched above can then be followed to define a notion of strategy for these extended proof structures: a strategy is still a sequence of elements of Σ N good for the proof in the sense that the sequence of applications of the operations of the sequence is well-defined and do not raise any errors. A strategy for a proof of MALL 2 is then defined naturally as the union of the strategies of the slices.
• the notion of strategy is enough to characterise the equivalence class of the proof, because it allows to compute the linkings of the Hughes and van Glabbeek proof net of the result [26] ; • the number of possible strategies is finite: even though the number of slices is not bounded by the type (i.e. proofs of a given MALL 2 formula have arbitrarily large numbers of slices in general), Another proof would be to use the injectivity for MALL − 0 of the finite semantics in coherence spaces considered later in this paper, but that would be much less enlightening.
E. Non-effectiveness of the observational quotient
We will here explain some limitations of the above model, that is its non-effectivity. While the mere existence of a finite model of MALL 2 will be enough to provide the results of the next section, an effective model would (and will) allow for more precise results. Non-effectivity is related to the following theorem of Lafont and Scedrov.
Theorem II.17 (Lafont & Scedrov [27] ). Provability in second-order Multiplicative Linear Logic is undecidable.
This means that even though the set A/ ∼ A is finite, one cannot enumerate it: indeed, its non-emptiness is equivalent to the provability of A.
In the presence of additives, there is a second source of noneffectiveness: equivalence classes cannot be represented in a way that allow for equality testing. The following theorem is obtained (cf. Section B) using the Kanovich-Lafont MALL 2 encoding of two-counter machines [28, Theorem 3] and adapting the proof that provability of the formula A M encoding a two-counter machine M implies that M is accepting.
III. TYPE FIXPOINTS AND COMPLEXITY
A. MALL 2 versus µMALL and regular languages
One direct result stemming from the existence of a finite semantics for MALL 2 is the following theorem.
Theorem III.1. There exists no faithful translation from µMALL to MALL 2 .
Proof. Let us suppose there existed such a translation and consider the type µX.1 ⊕ X. Since this type contains an infinite number of non-equivalent proofs which can all be distinguished by definable predicates (µX.1 ⊕ X) ⊸ 1 ⊕ 1, its semantics should be infinite, leading to a contradiction.
To provide a more specific comparison and understand the expressiveness added by type fixpoints, we study the set of predicates computed within Girard's Elementary Linear Logic (ELL) [18] .
Elementary Linear Logic corresponds to removing from usual Linear Logic the principles of digging !A ⊸ !!A and dereliction !A ⊸ A. As these are the only principles governing exponential connectives that change the number of '!' in formulas, the proofs in ELL have a natural stratification, i.e. a given connective has a fixed depth -the number of '!' modalities it is in the scope of -which does not change during normalisation. As a consequence, depth of proofs (i.e. the maximal depth of the connectives in the proof) coincide with a notion of complexity.
Notation III.2. We consider the stratified Church encoding of strings:
It is known that ELL characterises Kalmar's class of elementary functions from natural numbers to natural numbers [29] . A later result by Baillot [13] shows 5 that the type !Str ⊸ ! k+2 Bool in µELL 2 corresponds exactly to the class k − Exptime of predicates computable in time bounded by 6 2 ↑ k (p(n)), where p is a polynomial and n is the size of the input. In particular, the following theorem mentioned in the introduction is a consequence of Baillot's general result.
Theorem III.3. The type !Str ⊸ ! 2 Bool in µELL 2 characterises the class of predicates computable in polynomial time.
Note also that further developments building upon this result [31] , [32] all make use of type fixpoints. We here show that forbidding type fixpoints puts a huge restriction on the computable functions representable in the system. Indeed, we will show the following theorem.
Theorem III.4. The type !Str ⊸ ! 2 Bool in ELL 2 characterises the class of regular languages.
Proving extensional completeness, i.e. that any regular language can be computed by an element of type !Str ⊸ ! 2 Bool in ELL 2 , is a quite easy task. Indeed, any deterministic finite automaton with set of states Q and transition function δ can be encoded as a proof of 7 !Str ⊸ ! 2 Bool: states are represented as ⊕ q∈Q 1, and then one simply takes an argument s in Str and gives it as arguments the functions δ(_, 0) and δ(_, 1).
B. Soundness for regular languages in ELL 2
The proof of soundness uses the known method of semantic evaluation, and the theorem generalises Hillebrand and Kanellakis' [9] result characterising the languages computable by simply typed lambda-terms. Using the finiteness of the semantics, we show that any function computable by a program of type !Str ⊸ ! 2 Bool can be recognized by a finite automaton 8 .
The first step in the proof of soundness is to understand the form of proofs of !Str ⊸ ! 2 Bool in ELL 2 .
See appendix section C-A for the proof. Now, a crucial observation is that the A i in the previous lemma can be taken in MALL 2 w.l.o.g. This is where the stratification property of ELL 2 plays a key role.
Lemma III.6. For any proof π of !Str ⊸ ! 2 Bool, there is a proof π ′ whose witnesses A 1 , . . . , A n are in MALL 2 , and which decides the same language as π.
See appendix section C-B for the proof. Thus, from now on, we assume that A 1 , . . . , A n are MALL 2 types. We are now ready to prove soundness by using any finite semantics − of MALL 2 .
Definition III.7. Let w ∈ {0, 1} * and A be a MALL 2 type. We define the map ||w|| A :
Proposition III.8. Let w ∈ {0, 1} * andw : Str be its encoding. For any MALL 2 type A and f 0 ,
Lemma III.9. The normal form of the following proof:
This uses crucially the fact that our non-trivial finite semantics − can distinguish between the two elements of Bool.
Proposition III.10. For all MALL 2 types A and all f 0 , f 1 , g ∈ End( A ), the following language is regular:
The finiteness of the End( A i ) is ensured by the existence of a finite semantics of MALL 2 . This ends the proof of soundness, given that the set of regular languages is closed under boolean operations.
C. Overcoming the expressivity barrier
Analyzing the above proof reveals that fundamentally, what restricts the computational power is a conjunction of two facts: 1) we know in advance the A 1 , . . . , A n with which the input Str will be instantiated, that is, the types of iterations; 2) these A i are morally finite data types, since they admit finite semantics. This makes it impossible to iterate over, say, the configurations of a Turing machine, since their size depends on the input and the type A i cannot "grow" to accomodate data of variable size.
If we stay at depth 2 in ELL 2 , there is no way of avoiding the second fact (see the proof of Lemma III.6), so if we want to retrieve something closer to Baillot's theorem -by which we mean a larger complexity class than regular languageswithout resorting to type fixpoints, we should try to circumvent the first obstacle. That means that the A i should vary with the input. Thus, we are led to consider existential input types so that an input can provide a witness upon which A i will depend. This is indeed the topic of the sequel paper [1] which will study such an input type inspired by finite model theory, following Hillebrand's thesis [14] . To conclude this section, let us stress that the sequel will depend crucially upon an effective finite semantics. For our purpose here, finiteness is enough to prove the existence of a finite automaton, and thus the regularity of a language, even without computing this automaton; but in general, performing evaluation within a model requires complexity bounds on the operations supported by the semantics. The next section investigates precisely such an effective semantics, and it will conclude with a space complexity bound on instantiation.
Remark III.11. In fact there is a third fact which plays a role in bridling the complexity: the shape of the type Str which codes sequential iterations (but the same could be said of Church encodings of free algebras -with such inputs one characterizes regular tree languages).
For instance, let us consider as inputs circuits made of true constants and nand gates, renpresented by the type
where X ⊸ X ⊗X is a duplication gate used to represent fanout. Then instantiating this with X = Bool and the obvious evaluation maps gives us an encoding of the circuit value problem, which is P-complete.
Although this input type seems morally less legitimate than Church encodings, it is hard to pinpoint precisely why it should be rejected.
IV. COHERENCE SPACES
In this section, we will detail a second finite semantics for MALL 2 . Indeed, after finding the syntactic model based on observational equivalence, the authors realised a finite semantics of MALL 2 had been lying around all along. Indeed, Girard's coherence spaces model can be restricted to a finite model when considering the exponential-free second order fragment of linear logic. While around for more than thirty years, the authors are not aware of anyone noticing this fact beforehand.
A. Variable types as normal functors
Recall that a coherence space is an undirected (reflexive) graph, i.e. a pair X = (|X|,¨X) of a set |X| -the web of X -and a symmetric and reflexive relation¨X ⊆ |X| × |X| -its coherence relation. We refer to [33] for the definition of operations ⊗,`, &, ⊕, (−) ⊥ on coherence spaces, and for the notion of linear map between coherence spaces. This defines a category CohL of coherence spaces and linear maps which is * -autonomous with finite products and coproducts, i.e. a model of MALL 0 .
In order to interpret second-order quantification, we want to represent types parameterized by free type variables as functors. This stumbles on the fact that while the binary connectives are covariant bifunctors on CohL, linear negation is a contravariant endofunctor. In dinatural models of polymorphism, this would lead to considering multivariant functors (cf. Section V). Instead, we work in a "category of embeddings" (see [34] ) to make negation covariant.
The category CohI has as objects the coherence spaces, and as morphisms the embeddings.
Proof. If X is an induced subgraph of Y , then its complement X ⊥ is an induced subgraph of Y ⊥ .
Girard interprets second-order types by functors which are not only covariant but normal -this is the fundamental notion of this section, which we present now.
Definition IV.3. A functor is normal if it preserves filtered colimits and finite pullbacks.
The name comes from Girard's normal form theorem:
Theorem IV.4. Let F : CohI n → CohI be a functor, |F | be the covariant presheaf obtained by taking the web, and El(|F |) be its category of elements.
F is normal if and only if, for any coherence space X and point x ∈ |F (X)|, the slice category El(|F |)/(X, x) admits a finite initial object (X ′ , x ′ ).
In this case, (X ′ , x ′ ) is initial in its own slice category. We call an object of El(|F |) enjoying this property a normal form. Definition IV.6. Let F be a normal functor. We define NF(F ) to be its set of isomorphism classes 9 of normal forms. Now, types with n variables will be interpreted as normal functors F : CohI n → CohI. Then a normal form of F is a tuple (X 1 , . . . , X n , x) with x ∈ |F (X 1 , . . . , X n )|; initiality means that these X i are "minimal" for ensuring the existence of the point x.
Notation IV.7. We shall use the notation X 1 , . . . , X n ⊢ x for normal forms (X 1 , . . . , X n , x) ∈ NF(F ).
We now introduce a notion of degree of a normal functor, which will witness the finiteness of the interpretation of MALL (and later of MALL 2 ).
Definition IV.8. Let F : CohI n → CohI be a normal functor. We define the degree deg F as:
We say F is finite if it preserves finiteness of cardinality and is of finite degree.
Note that a normal functor may have finite but unbounded normal forms, so that its degree is in fact infinite. Typically, this is the case for the exponential modalities, which explains 9 For isomorphisms in El(|F |).
why the model is not finite for full second-order linear logic. In fact, the degree characterises a notion of polynomial growth (at least in the case of functors of one variable).
Theorem IV.9. Let F : CohI → CohI be a normal functor. There exists d ∈ N s.t. card(|F (X)|) = O(card(|X| d )) if and only if F is a finite functor. In that case, deg F is the smallest such d.
Proof. In appendix, Section D-A.
B. Interpretation of MALL 2 types
We describe here how MALL 2 formulae are translated into finite normal functors. The description of the "morphisms of variable types" in the model is postponed to the next subsection.
The multiplicative and additive connectives of linear logic are then interpreted in a natural way: we apply the usual coherence space operations pointwise on functors.
Proof. The case of negation is straightforward as |F (X 1 , . . . , X n )| = |F ⊥ (X 1 , . . . , X n )|. For the ⊕ case, one easily checks that NF(F ⊕ G) ∼ = NF(F ) ⊎ NF(G).
Only the ⊗ case needs to be carefully checked. Consider Z ⊢ (x, y) ∈ NF(F ⊗ G), and the corresponding normal forms X ⊢ x ∈ NF(F ) and Y ⊢ y ∈ NF(G). Then one can show, from minimality of Z, that 10 
Next, we interpret quantifiers using normal forms.
Definition IV.11. Let F : CohI → CohI be a normal functor. We endow NF(F ) with a non-reflexive coherence relation: X ⊢ x and Y ⊢ y are strictly incoherent exactly when there are embeddings ι X : X → Z and ι Y : X → Z such that F (ι X )(x) and F (ι Y )(y) are strictly incoherent in F (Z).
The trace Tr(F ) is defined as the coherence space made of the self-coherent normal forms of F , equipped with the coherence relation above.
Definition IV.12. Let F be a normal functor F : CohI n+1 → CohI which is the interpretation of a proof π with variables X 1 , . . . , X n , X n+1 . The interpretation of the proof π ′ obtained by introducing a universal quantifier ∀X n+1 is interpreted by Tr X (F ), the functor which maps a family (Y i ) i=1,,n to Tr(F (Y 1 , . . . , Y n , _)).
Proposition IV.13. For any normal functor F : CohI n+1 → CohI, deg Tr X (F ) deg F . Proof. Suppose Y 1 , . . . , Y n ⊢ X 1 ⊢ x ∈ NF(Tr X (F )). It suffices to check that Y 1 , . . . , Y n , X 1 ⊢ x ∈ NF(F ). Proof. The only non-trivial observation remaining is that if F is finite, then Tr X (F ) preserves finiteness of cardinality. This reduces to the one-variable case : if F : CohI → CohI is a finite normal functor, then Tr(F ) is a finite coherence space. Actually one can show that NF(F ) is finite: for any X ⊢ x , card(|X|) ≤ deg(F ) so there are finitely many choices for X (up to isomorphism), and for each X there are finitely many possible x because F preserves finiteness of cardinality.
Corollary IV.15. All MALL 2 formulae are interpreted in the coherence space model as finite normal functors.
C. Finitely many morphisms
Essentially, we have just concluded the proof that the coherence space model is finite. Nevertheless, to understand why that is the case, we have to say a few words about the interpretation of proofs with free type variables -that is, about our notion of morphisms between normal functors. Indeed, the right notion of finite semantics for our applications is the finiteness of hom-sets. By monoidal closure, it suffices to consider 11 the sets Hom(1, F ) for F : CohI n → CohI.
When n = 0, F is a closed type and this should reduce to the propositional case, i.e. the model CohL of MALL 0 . Then Hom(1, F ) is the set of linear maps from 1 to X, which are the same as cliques (sets of pairwise coherent points) in X. Generalizing to n > 0, Hom(1, F ) consists of variable cliques, i.e. families of cliques c X1,...,Xn in each F (X 1 , . . . , X n ), satisfying a uniformity condition called the mutilation property [2] . The point of this definition is that the variable cliques of F are in bijection with the cliques of its universal closure Tr X1,...,Xn (F ).
If F is a finite normal functor, Tr X1,...,Xn (F ) also is, and such a functor with zero arguments is none other than a finite coherence space, which contains finitely many cliques, hence:
Theorem IV. 16 . Coherence spaces provide a finite semantics for MALL 2 .
D. An effective combinatorial description
Actually, the points of Tr X1,...,Xn (F ) -and more generally, of NF(F ) -may be described in a very concrete syntactic way when F is MALL 2 -definable. Our exposition here is inspired by the description of normal functors over the category of sets and injections in [36, §IV.5] .
The idea is to see the webs |X i | in a normal form X 1 , . . . , X n ⊢ x as sets of bound variables, · ⊢ · being a binder. Recall that these normal forms are considered up to 11 That said, one can describe directly Hom(F, G) by writing down a version of the mutilation property for "variable linear maps". It turns out to be highly non-trivial -and overlooked in Girard's papers -that this property composes, though a proof is known by experts and considered folklore (it is often credited to Eugenio Moggi). isomorphism in a category of elements El(|F |); these isomorphisms should be understood as α-renamings. The initiality condition on normal forms means that all the variables in the |X i | appear free in x -otherwise, one could take a smaller X ′ i . Note that the coherence spaces X i specify not only which variables are bound, but also the coherence relation between them.
In turn, this x is a syntax tree with binders -indeed the interpretation of quantifiers uses (unary) normal forms. The grammar of terms is as follows:
where |X| ⊂ Var. The functorial action of a MALL 2 -definable functor F on embeddings then corresponds to substituting the free variables of x -indeed an embedding ι i : X i → Y i is an assignment of variables.
The shape of the term is in fact heavily constrained by the MALL 2 formula which F interprets. With this point of view, one sees that deg(F ) is the maximum number of leaves which a syntax tree in NF(F ) can have.
With such a concrete description it becomes easier to see how one can compute operations on these variable types and cliques. For instance:
Proposition IV.17. For any MALL 2 -definable functor F , the non-reflexive coherence relation on NF(F ) is decidable.
Indeed, the definition of coherence on NF(F ) involves a quantification over all spaces in which the normal form(s) involved may embed, but this quantification can be bounded as remarked in [2, Remark C.3] -this was by the way Girard's motivation for restricting the model of qualitative domains to its binary case, i.e. coherence spaces. As a corollary:
Theorem IV.18. For any MALL 2 -definable functor F , Tr X1,...,Xn (F ) is computable. Thus, one can enumerate the variable cliques of F . This is in stark contrast to the undecidability of MALL 2 provability which prevents any quotient of the syntax from having this property. Note also that equality is decidable in the coherence space model -just compare syntax trees! -unlike the case of the observational quotient.
E. Logarithmic space instantiation
We conclude our treatment of coherence spaces by establishing an effectiveness result with a finer complexity bound. Although it is simple, it will play a crucial role in the sequel to this paper [1] . Indeed, as mentioned at the end of section III, the sequel will consider existential input types; thus, it will need to perform instantiations of polymorphic programs at the witness provided by the input.
Proposition IV.19. Fix any MALL 2 one-parameter variable type F : CohI → CohI, and any variable clique θ in Tr(F ). The function X → θ X , which instantiates θ to a clique in F (X), can be computed in logarithmic space.
Proof. In appendix, Section D-B.
V. FINITE MODELS AND PARAMETRICITY
For applications in complexity, it is desirable that a MALL 2 model be finite and effective. As we have seen, both the observational quotient and the coherence space model are finite, but only the second one is effective. Another property which is often desirable at both theoretical and applicative level is parametricity. The founding idea of parametric polymorphism [19] is that a proof of ∀X A should behave "in the same way" on all its possible instantiations A[B/X]. Hence parametricity can be seen as a "smallness" condition on the interpretation of quantifiers.
In this section we compare our previous models with two fundamental properties of parametric models, namely dinaturality [20] and constancy [21] . Dinaturality is a wellinvestigated categorical notion which was proposed as a formalisation of parametricity and provides a third example of a witness-erasing semantics: in dinatural models quantifiers correspond to ends/coends, i.e. universal wedges/co-wedges. This interpretation leads then to identify proofs with different witnesses.
Constancy is a property which holds in all dinatural (and more generally, parametric) models of System F and expresses a weaker "smallness" condition for quantifiers. We show that, while the coherence spaces model is not dinatural, it has the constancy property. We also show an essential incompatibility between constancy and compact closed models of MALL 2 .
A. Linear fibrations
In order to compare different models, we need to introduce a general notion of MALL 2 model. We essentially follow the definition in [37] . We let a linear category be a * -autonomous category with finite products and co-products. Linear fibrations are the linear counterpart of λ2-fibrations [38] , the standard notion of model for System F .
The syntactic model of MALL 2 yields a linear fibration by letting S be the category with natural numbers as objects (with the sum as product) and m-tuples of n-ary MALL 2 types as arrows n → m. Then L(n) is the syntactic category generated by proofs of n-ary types (considered up to βη-equivalence). The model arising from the observational quotient also yields a linear fibration, defined by quotienting the fiber categories L(n). In both cases one easily verifies that ∀ and ∃ are adjoint 12 That is, L is a pseudo-functor from S to the 2-category of categories Cat. Fig. 6 : Wedge and co-wedge conditions to the "projection functor" consisting in adding a dummy variable to a type. The coherence spaces model yields a linear fibration by letting S be the category with natural numbers as objects and m-tuples of finite normal functors as arrows. In that case, L(n) is the category of variable cliques between n-ary finite normal functors. A standard property of the trace is that the, given normal functors F, G of respective arities n and n + 1, the variable cliques between F ′ ( X, Y ) = F ( X) and G( X, Y ) are in bijection with those between F ( X) and Tr Y (G), i.e. Tr Y (G) is right adjoint to the projection functor.
B. Dinaturality
The interpretation of proofs as dinatural transformations was originally proposed as a categorical formalization of parametricity in [20] . At the basis of this construction is the remark (see section IV) that logical types do not correspond to usual covariant functors, but to functors of mixed variance. For such functors one needs to generalize the usual notion of natural transformation.
Dinatural transformations are in general less well-behaved than usual natural transformations. In particular, they need not compose, hence they do not form a category. However, it is well-known that MLL 0 proofs provide a category of composable dinatural transformations [39] .
Given a functor F : C op × C → D, a wedge for F is a pair (C, δ) of an object C ∈ D and a dinatural transformation 13 δ : C ⇒ F . Dually, a co-wedge for F is an object D ∈ D together with a dinatural transformation ω : F ⇒ D (fig. 6 ).
The dinatural interpretation of second order quantifiers is by means of universal wedges/co-wedges (also called ends and coends, indicated as X F and X F ).
Remark V.3. The universality of δ : X F → F is equivalent to the existence of a dinatural isomorphism between the set of arrows from 1 to F and the set of dinatural transformations from 1 to X F , i.e. to the fact that X is right-adjoint to a projection functor, as in linear fibrations.
Since dinatural transformations need not compose, a dinatural model is usually defined by restricting to a class of composable dinatural transformations and considering relativized ends Fig. 7 : Proofs identified by a co-wedge condition Fig. 8 : Co-wedge condition for the proofs in fig. 7 and coends, that is, wedges and co-wedges which are universal among the class of dinaturals considered (see e.g. [20] ). In this situation, by remark V.3, dinaturals allow to define models in the sense recalled in the previous subsection. By considering C and D in fig. 6 as ∀XF and ∃XF respectively, one can see that the wedge/co-wedge conditions lead to the identification of proofs with different universal or existential witnesses. E.g., if π is a proof of ⊢ C, B ⊥ , any dinatural model identifies the proofs π 1 , π 2 in fig. 7 , their equivalence following from the co-wedge condition ( fig. 8 ).
Remark V.4. The two proofs π 1 , π 2 are also identified by the observational quotient. Indeed, if π ′ is a proof of (C ⊥ ⊗ B) ⊗ ∀X(X ⊸ X), P , for some MALL 0 type B, then the proof net associated with π ′ must contain an ax edge with target the two dual occurrences of X. The reduction algorithm described in section II applied to the proof nets associated with cut(π 1 , π ′ ) and cut(π 2 , π ′ ) then leads to two configurations as in fig. 9 (where R indicates the proof net associated with π), which converge on the same proof net. In other words, ∃X(X ⊗ X ⊥ ) satisfies the co-wedge condition. We do not yet know whether all quantified formulas in the observational model satisfy wedge/co-wedge conditions.
C. Dinaturality and the coherence spaces model
To compare the coherent model and dinaturality, we first observe that a normal functor F : (CohL op × CohL) n → CohL induces a normal functor F : CohI n → CohI, obtained by removing the contravariance. We can then compare the sets din(CohL)(1, F ) and Tr X (F ). The first result is then that the trace is not an end.
Proof. If Tr X (F ⊸ G) were an end, then its cliques would be in bijection with the natural transformations from F to G.
But Tr X (X ⊗ X ⊸ X) contains the intersection function i = { {x} ⊢ ((x, x), x) }, which is not a natural transformation from X⊗X to X (understood as functors from CohL to CohL). Fig. 9 : Big step reduction for cut(π 1 , π ′ ) and cut(π 2 , π ′ ).
If it were, then all linear functions would satisfy f (c ∩ d) = f (c)∩f (d), even when the cliques c and d are incoherent.
We now show that the trace is not even a wedge.
Proposition V.6. Tr X (F ) is not a wedge for F .
Proof. In appendix, Section E
It's worth mentioning that two dinatural variants of the coherence spaces model are sketched in [40] .
D. The constancy property
We now consider a second property investigated in connection with parametricity, related to axiom C in [21] . The latter states that, if A is a type in which X does not occur free and π is a proof of ∀XA, then for all types B, B ′ , the instantiations π[B/X] and π[B ′ /X] are equal. This means intuitively that a polymorphic function whose output type does not depend on the input type variable X does not itself depend on X.
Axiom C is independent of System F , but consistent with it. Following [21] , Axiom C for MALL 2 can be restated as a constancy property for linear fibrations:
Definition V.7 (constancy). A linear fibration has the constancy property if all projection functors are full.
In other words, a linear fibration (L, S) has the constancy property when for all objects I, J in its base category, there is an isomorphism between S(I × J)(_ • π ♯ I,J , _ • π ♯ I,J ) and S(I)(_, _). Indeed, from the isomorphism between S(I × J)(F • π ♯ J , G) and S(I)(F, Π J .G) it follows that the fibration has the constancy property exactly when the arrows from F to Π I,J (G • π ♯ I,J ) are in bijection with those from F to G. It is well-known that dinatural models have the constancy property, as the two models considered in this paper. Proof. For the observational model this is clear. In the coherence spaces model: there exists, for all n-ary normal functor F , an isomorphism between NF(F ) and NF(F ′ ), where F ′ is the functor F ′ (X 1 , . . . , X n , X n+1 ) = F (X 1 , . . . , X n ), given by (X 1 , . . . , X n , x) ∈ NF(F ) iff (X 1 , . . . , X n , 0, x) ∈ NF(F ) where 0 is the empty coherence space.
We conclude by showing that compact closed MALL 2 models cannot have this property. This implies, in particular, that there is no compact closed dinatural MALL 2 model. Proposition V.9. No compact closed fibration has the constancy property. In particular, no such model is dinatural.
Proof. Suppose p is such a model. Let us consider the unit and counit arrows η X : 1 ⇒ X ⊗ X * and ǫ X : X ⊗ X * ⇒ 1 and let θ X : 1 ⇒ 1 their composition. The instantiation of θ X at 0 is the composition of a terminal and an initial arrow (i.e. a zero arrow). The instantiation of θ X at 1 is the composition of two identities, hence the identity arrow from 1 to 1.
Remark V. 10 . The composition problem in proposition V.9 had already been noticed in previous attempts to define a variant of the coherence space model in the (compact closed) category of relations (see [36] ).
Remark V.11. Dinatural transformations have been employed to prove full-completeness results for MLL 0 . For instance, in [41] it is shown that a large class of compact closed categories (including the categories FinVec of finitely dimensional vector spaces and the category FinRel of finite sets and relations) satisfy a property called feeble full completeness, which roughly implies that for all MALL 0 type A, the dinaturals from 1 to A are linear combinations of the interpretation of MALL 0 proof structures.
We call a linear fibration compact closed when all fiber categories are (fiberwise) compact closed. By exploiting remark V.3 and the compact closed structure, from feeble full completeness it can be deduced that several categories (including FinVec and FinRel) are closed under MALL 2 -connectives. Hence in particular all ends and coends of MALL 2 -definable functors exist (and are thus finite). However, no linear compact closed fibration is a dinatural model, by prop. V.9. This means that in linear compact closed categories there is a payoff between composability of dinaturals and constancy.
A dinatural model of MLL 2 over the category of topological vector spaces (which is not compact closed) is suggested in [42] . As a similar full-completeness property holds in this category, it might be interesting to investigate whether this model yields a finite quotient of MALL 2 proofs.
VI. CONCLUSION
We showed the finiteness of two different natural semantics of MALL 2 -an observational quotient of the syntax, and the historical model of coherence spaces and normal functorsand studied to which extent these models were parametric. This finiteness was applied to understand the difference in computational power between MALL 2 and µMALL, which manifests quantitatively as the gap between regular languages and polynomial time as our results on ELL 2 show.
In the sequel [1] , we will pursue this complexity-theoretic line of research by making good use of the effectiveness of the coherence space model. We mention below some other possibilities for further work.
A. Dinatural and dynamic semantics of MALL 2
The last section raised the open problem of building a finite dinatural model of MALL 2 . The last section raised the open problem of building a finite dinatural model of MALL 2 . While the existence of such a model is suggested by several full completeness results based on dinaturality, proposition V.9 suggests to consider non-degenerate models of MALL 0 (e.g. arising from the glueing approach [41] ) as a starting point.
The finiteness of the coherence space model suggests a way to look for a finite game semantics for MALL 2 . Indeed, the points of the web of (hyper)coherence spaces can be seen in some ways as external positions of games [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] in the monomorphic case. The idea would then be to extend this correspondence to second-order types. An encouraging fact is that recent game models of parametric polymorphism [47] , [48] seem to be witness-erasing.
In a similar vein, our proof of finiteness of the observational quotient clearly involves a kind of dialogue -though it is hard to find structure in it, e.g. determine how the shape of the formula influences the order of "moves". A dynamic semantics could eventually be provided by finding a notion of "strategy" which composes well, instead of our ad-hoc definition. Current work-in-progress suggests that this dialogue could be formulated as a least fixpoint, hinting at a possible wave-style Geometry of Interaction model [49] .
B. Open problems on ELL 2 complexity
We saw that Baillot's characterization of the k − Exptime hierarchy in µELL 2 does not work for k = 0 in ELL 2 : in this case it actually captures regular languages. Naturally, we believe that ELL 2 is also less expressive than µELL 2 for k > 0, but for now we only know that the complexity class obtained in ELL 2 lies between (k − 1) − Exptime and k − Exptime.
A related question is the complexity of normalizing a proof of ! k Bool in ELL, analogously to normalization at fixed order in the simply typed λ-calculus [4] . We know that it is:
• for k = 0: P-complete; • for k = 1: Pspace-hard, in Exptime;
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THE PROGRESS LEMMA (LEMMA II.12) Let ρ : (A ⊢ B) and π : A. First, we suppose without loss of generality that all variables in A are quantified -if not, we replace A by ∀X 1 . . . X n . A and modify π and ρ to obtain proofs π ′ and ρ ′ of ⊢ ∀X 1 . . . X n . A and ⊢ (∃X 1 . . . X n . A ⊥ ), B such that cut(π ′ , ρ ′ ) reduces to cut(π, ρ).
To better understand the cut-elimination between π and ρ, we decorate them with annotations of sorts: modalities X (with dual X ⊥ ) indexed by type variable, whose X -intro rule in sequent calculus ⊢ Γ, A ⊢ Γ, X A commutes with all other rules. These X -intros will correspond to unary edges (one source, one target) in proof structures.
Proposition A.1. MLL 2 sequent calculus extended with these modalities and the obvious cut-elimination rule is strongly normalizing. Correspondingly, proof nets for MLL 2 + modalities, using a X / X ⊥ reduction rule analogous to ∀/∃, strongly normalize.
Proof. Straightforward extension of the MLL 2 case.
The following definition and subsequent proposition are meant to be applied to proof nets Π which are reducts of cut(π, ρ).
Definition A.2. The proof structure Π is defined by replacing within π, for all ∃X in A, the witmess T Π X by X (T Π X ), and therefore adding an edge X (resp. X ⊥ ) to the root of every subtree of conclusion T Π X (resp. (T Π X ) ⊥ ) c corresponding to an occurrence of X (resp. X ⊥ ) in A.
If R is the private part of a proof net for ⊢ A, we define in the same way R by adding modalities X for the ∃X. Notice these ∃X do not appear in a formula in R, as in general the corresponding ∃ edges disappeared during the public reduction. Proposition A.3. If Π is a MLL 2 proof net coming from a proof of A, then Π is also a proof net, coming from the previous proof to which X -intro rules have been added, leaving the conclusion A unaffected.
Proof. The essential remark is that for a given ∃X, the same changes are made to all occurrences of T Π X concerned with the ∃-intro, and the dual changes are made to all concerned occurrences of (T Π X ) ⊥ . The operation (−) satisfies some commutations:
If the public reduction of cut(π, ρ) yields [R, Q] ι , then that of cut(π, ρ) = cut(π , ρ ) yields
Let us now call a non-axiomatic cut a cut edge such that neither of its sources are targets of ax edges. We will show the absence of non-axiomatic cuts during the big-step reduction; this is the key combinatorial property which will be exploited to show the existence of a redex. Proof. The two sources of a non-axiomatic cut edge would have to be targets of respectively a X and a Y , where X is an existentially quantified variable in A and Y an existentially quantified variable in A ⊥ . Now recall that since cut(π, ρ) is a proof net, so is [R ′ , Q ′ ] ι ′ , therefore the latter comes from a sequent calculus proof. This proof would thus contain a cut
This would force X F and Y G to be dual. But since A and A ⊥ do not share existential variables, this is never the case.
Proposition A.6. With the notations of the previous proposition, [R ′ , Q ′ ] ι ′ contains an ax edge whose targets are both sources of cut edges.
Proof. The result is obvious if all cut edges have sources which are targets of ax edges.
Otherwise, consider a non-ax edge whose target is source of a cut edge. At some point in the cut elimination procedure, this edge must disappear. Indeed, if it were not the case, it would introduce a connective appearing in conclusion of cut(ρ, π). However such an edge must necessarily be a X and such modalities do not appear in the conclusion.
So cut-elimination will make a non-axiomatic cut involving this X edge appear at some point -by the previous proposition, there is no such cut in [R ′ , Q ′ ] ι ′ , so a new redex (for usual cut-elimination) must be created. Since an ax/cut reduction step creates a new cut-elimination redex only when the other target of the axiom is also the source of a cut edge, we get our conclusion.
We are almost there: indeed a redex for ⇒ in [R, Q] ι is an axiom link:
• whose two targets i and j are sources of cut edges in [R, Q] ι ; • such that the atoms in A (if i, j are in R) or in A ⊥ (if they are in Q) are labeled by dual formulas. The above proposition gives us an axiom satisfying the first condition. The second one follows from a quick reasoning on the edges facing this axiom on the other side of each cut.
APPENDIX B UNDECIDABILITY PROOF FOR OBSERVATIONAL EQUIVALENCE (THEOREM II.18)
The proof uses the Kanovich-Lafont encoding of twocounter machines [28, Theorem 3] . Given a two-counter machine M , we denote by A M its encoding and by A M the universal closure of A ′ M . We prove that the following are equivalent: i) The two-counter machine M is accepting (recall that this acceptance problem is undecidable) sequent. We are now left to prove (iv) ⇒ (i), which is the delicate point. For this, we adapt Lafont's proof of (ii) ⇒ (i) which uses phase semantics, interpreting the formula A M in a free commutative monoid M equipped with a pole ⊥ as a phase space. Here we will take the same monoid, but change the pole into ‚ = ⊥ ∪ {1}.
One verifies easily ‚ ‚ = {1}, so that both ‚ and ‚ ‚ are true in this phase model. (A fact is true if it contains 1.) Moreover the set {‚, ‚ ‚ } is closed under ⊗, ⊕, (−) ⊥ , so interpreting all atoms of Γ as ‚, we get that all formulas of Γ are true. Since Γ ⊢ A M is provable, that means A M is also true in (M, ‚).
Since A M is the universal closure of A ′ M , any assignment of facts to atoms makes A ′ M true in (M, ‚). Lafont shows that in the phase space (M, ⊥), there is an assignment for which the truth of A ′ M entails the acceptance of M . We need to adapt this argument to replace ⊥ with ‚.
A tedious part of Lafont's proof consists in checking that a certain number of formulae of the form A ⊸ B, where A and B are either atoms, a ⊗ of atoms or an ⊕ of atoms, are true in (M, ⊥) when these atoms are interpreted as certain generators of the free commutative monoid M. Using X ⊥⊥ ⊗ Y ⊥⊥ = (X ·Y ) ⊥⊥ and similarly for ⊕ with ∪, this reduces to showing that some set independent of the choice ⊥/‚ is included in the biorthogonal of some other set which is also independent of the pole. Since Lafont proved that this inclusion holds with ⊥, it also holds for ‚, using the fact that S ‚ = S ⊥ for any set S ⊂ M such that 1 / ∈ S. (This is because, since M is free, for x = 1, xy = 1 and so xy ∈ ‚ ⇔ xy ∈ ⊥.) So these formulas A ⊸ B are also true in (M, ‚) with the same assignment of generators to atoms.
We also have to check that ∀X. (X&1) ⊸ X ⊗ X is true in (M, ‚); this is the case since ‚ ‚ = {1} contains only idempotent elements (cf. the lemma in [28] ). After that, the conclusion follows for exactly the same reason as in [28] .
APPENDIX C OMITTED PROOFS IN SECTION III

A. Proof of Lemma III.5
A proof of ⊢ ?Str ⊥ , . . . , ?Str ⊥ , !!Bool necessarily ends either with a structural rule or a promotion. From this and the invertibility of`, one obtains that the proof, up to commutation, ends with the following sequence of rules:
⊢ Str ⊥ , . . . , Str ⊥ , !Bool Now, recall that Str ⊥ = ∃X.Str[X] ⊥ . Moreover, notice the introduction rule for ∃ commutes with all other rules except promotion and the introduction of ∀. We only need to show that the introduction rule for all ∃ connectives of the occurrences of Str ⊥ are not followed by a promotion or a ∀ introduction. Ruling out promotion is easy, as all formulas in the conclusion sequent of a promotion rule have exponential as principal connectives. Moreover, it is possible to rule out ∀ introductions as folllws. If a ∀ introduction rule appears in the proof, the ∀ connective it introduces is part of an existential witness. But all variables existentially quantified appear under the scope of an exponential connective, and therefore can only precede a promotion rule.
B. Proof of Lemma III.6
We define the collapse at depth 2 of a formula as follows: all subformulas of the form !A (resp. ?A) at depth 2, i.e. in the scope of two other nested !/? modalities, are replaced by 1 (resp. ⊥). Note that the collapse at depth 2 of !Str and !!Bool are themselves.
This operation extends to proofs: any functorial promotion of conclusion ⊢ ?B 1 , . . . , ?B m , !C is replaced by the only proof of ⊢ ⊥, . . . , ⊥, 1, while contractions and weakenings are replaced by cuts with 1 ⊢ 1 ⊗ 1 and ⊢ 1. Note that this collapse is the identity on cut-free proofs of !!Bool and !Str.
One may then check that collapse at depth 2 is compatible with cut-elimination, which means that one can replace π by its collapse at depth 2 and still recognize the same language. Then the A i are replaced by their "collapse at depth 0" which are MALL 2 formulas.
APPENDIX D OMITTED PROOFS IN SECTION IV
A. Proof of Proposition IV. 9 Note that Card(|F (X)|) = O(Card(|X|) d ) implies that F sends finite spaces to finite spaces. Thus, it suffices to prove that for stable functors preserving finiteness, deg(F ) = inf{d ∈ N | Card(|F (X)|) = O(Card(|X|) d )}
We decompose this equality into two inequalities.
(≤) Let X 0 ⊢ x ∈ NF(F ) and d = Card(|X 0 |). Let [n] = 1& . . . &1 (n times). For all n, there are n d embeddings X 0 ֒→ X 0 ⊗ [n] which are the identity on the first component. If for two such embeddings ι and ι ′ , F (ι)(x) = F (ι ′ )(x), then by uniqueness of the normal form ι and ι ′ are isomorphic in the slice category CohI/(X 0 ⊗ [n]); in the commuting triangle ι = ρ • ι ′ , ρ can only be the identity, since our considered family of embeddings differ only on the component [n], and so ι = ι ′ . Thus, ι → F (ι)(x) is injective over the n d embeddings we consider, and therefore Card(|F (X 0 ⊗ [n])|) ≥ n d while Card(|X 0 ⊗ [n]|) = dn.
(≥) We assume d = deg(F ) < ∞ (when deg(F ) = ∞, the inequality is true for trivial reasons). This entails that NF(F ) is finite: there are finitely many coherence spaces of cardinality ≤ d, and their images by F are all finite since F preserves finiteness. Now let X be a finite coherence space of cardinality n; each point x ∈ |F (X)| has a normal form, so Card(|F (X)|) can be bounded by summing over X 0 ⊢ x ∈ NF(F ) the number of possible embeddings of X 0 in X. This number is at most O(n Card(X 0 ) ) and by definition Card(X 0 ) ≤ d. In the end, using Card(NF(F )) = O(1), we get Card(|F (X)|) = O(n d ).
B. Proof of Proposition IV. 19 We first need to recall how instantiation is defined in the coherence space model. Let X be a coherence space, then
For each point x ∈ θ X , there is a unique (ι, y) such that F (ι)(y) = x; indeed, it is the initial object of the slice category El(|F |)/(X, x). So we have a bijection
This bijection is computable in logarithmic space: it is just a matter of performing substitutions on terms of size O(1) (since F is fixed), although the ι's are not of constant size (because of the representation of elements of |X|). Therefore the problem is reduced to enumerating the right-hand side without repetitions.
There are finitely many Y ⊢ y in θ. For each of them, each injection Y → X can be represented by card(|Y |) ≤ deg(F ) = O(1) elements of |X|: this takes O(log card(|X|)) space. Thus, all the injections can be enumerated in logarithmic space, and for each injection, whether it is an embedding can be determined in logarithmic space (using the coherence relation on Tr(F ) which may be precomputed independently of the input.)
